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Balance of Payments
• Represents the economic transactions between 

residents and non-residents recorded on an accrual 
basis;

• It includes in particular acquisition of goods and services 
by non-resident visitors in the economy of reference 
(inbound tourism consumption) and acquisition of goods 
and services by resident visitors outside the economy of 
reference (outbound tourism consumption)

The issues:
• Where are these transactions to be found in the Balance 

of Payments;
• Possible collaboration between tourism statistics 

compilers, BoP compilers and compilers on Statistics on 
International Trade in Services to join forces and make a 
common estimation of inbound and outbound tourism 
consumption?

The “travel” item of the 
Balance of Payments and Manual on Statistics on

International Trade in Service

• It relates to transactions other than international 
passenger services that take place between 
residents and non-residents of an economy as 
individuals displace to a country other than that of 
residence..
– Travel credit: covers goods and services for own use 

or give away acquired from an economy by non-
residents;

– Travel debit covers goods and servicies for own use or 
give away acquired from other economies by residents 
during visits to other economies:

Notwithstanding this definition, the “travel” items do not
include all such transactions (neither in terms of 
individuals, nor of coverage….)
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“Travel” and inbound/outbound 
tourism consumption

• Globally, they seem pretty close
• And so much so that countries lacking direct 

estimations of inbound/outbound tourism 
consumption use “travel” (sometimes 
corrected using also passenger transport) as 
a “proxy”;

• UNWTO  recommends to use this 
approximation within its project of tourism 
indicators (and compendium…)

Nevertheless:
Important Differences:

1. Coverage of travelers as compared to 
that of visitors

2. Types of goods and services and 
transactions that are included

3. Additional differences: 
1. Breakdown by products
2. Current methods of estimation
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Coverage of travelers

Coverage of transactions:
the “travel” item
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Coverage of transactions under
international passenger transport

Breakdowns of the travel item in 
Balance of Payments

• Standard component breakdown (based on main 
purpose of visit)
– Business 

• (supplementary data for groups of special interest, such as border, 
seasonal and other short-term workers; 

• or for travelers who stay less than twenty-four hours and do not 
remain overnight).

– Personal
• Health related
• Education related
• Other

• Supplementary breakdown of travel into types of goods 
and services is suggested
– Goods
– Local transportation
– Accommodation services
– Food serving Services
– Other services
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The travel item: Estimation
procedure

BPM5 compilation guide (para. 528 to 
537)
– Through the instruments used to pay for 

travel (International Transaction Reporting
System)

– Through types of goods and services
acquired by travelers (survey)

– Partner country data
– Data modelisation

Most common procedure

• ITRS: means of payments:
– Traveler´s checks
– Credit and debit cards
– Prepaid tours and advances
– Currency notes and coins

• But: 
– No possibility of breakdown business/ personal 
– No possibility of identifying tourism separately
– Efficient when strong exchange control but fails when these control 

slacken o disappear (Ecuador, Panama, European Union, etc.)
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The future

• Working together
• Understanding our differences (they are not

contradictions) and our different “history”
• Pooling forces and basing the calculation of 

travel on survey of inbound/outbound 
travelers, from which all categories needed
by the one and the others can be measured
in a mutually consistent manner.


